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ABSTRACT

The con'position of a metal or a11oy and the rate at which it
solidifies (the solidification rate) have an important effect on its
microstructure and rnechanical properties. A study was nade on the

solidification of four castings made from conrnercial ductile iron to

prouide fimdanental information which will enable the foundnr¡rnan to

predict the course of solidification and hence allow adjr.rstnrent of

variables to obtain the best medranical properties.

The graphite norphology in connnercial ductile iron was also

studied. The effect of different variables such as cooling rate, metal

charge and chenical composition were observed on the graphite and matrix

structure of the metal.

It was fotu'rd that the solídification rate had a marked effect on

the size and concentration of the graphite nodules. The metal charge

and chenical composition influenced the shape of graphite and natrix

structure. The most significant effect on mechanical properties resulted

from poorly shaped nodules caused by conpositional deficiencies in the

cast iron.
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1.

1" INTRODUCTION

l,ocal foundries have cons:iderable difficulty il producing ductile iron

casting with consistent properties; as a result, many castings with

obvior.rs deficiencies nust be remelted in the for.n-rdry. But nany deficient

castings are sent to users which subsequently faíI in serrice. Many

ductile iron castings, for exanple, produced in Winnipeg for local farm

rnachinery producers have failed in senrice, and subsequent failure analysis

has shornrn that the castings were of poor qualiry"l

The production of good quality ductile iron requires mrrch tighter

qua1-rty control as corlpared to other tpes of iron and steel. Facilities

for rapid and conplete chenrical analysis of the nelt are necessary to be

absolutely sure of the resulting alloy. Such facilities are expensive

and beyond the capability of snn11 for.mdries.

An investigation was, therefore, initiated to determine the

factors most importarrt in controlling the properties of ductile iron,

witlr the purpose of establishing the mininm quality control necessary

to produce castings of consistent and adequate properties. This worl<

was done in cooperation with a 1oca1 fotrrdry, Anthes Vüestern Ltd., now

Ancast Indristries Ltd.

Several castings of experimental shape were nade to establish

the inportant factors controlling the mechanical properties of ductile

iron, and these results were used in predicting the properties in some

conrnercial castings.
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2. T}IEORETICAT

2.I General

Ductile iron is the latest addition to the farnily of ferrous

a11oys, the broad linits of chemical composition of which are shor¡n in

figure 1. As early as 1936 it was reported that gray cast iron can

exhibit nodular-shaped graphite instead of the comnon flake-like graphite

by using a suitable heat treatment. In Ig47 it was shown by Morrogh2,3

that the shape of graphite in cast iron can be nodified fron flake

morphology to a nodular one without any heat treatment. This rnorphological

change is usually obtained by the addition of oxide forrning elements

like Mg, Ca, Ce, Na, K, and Be,4 generalTy cai-lkeð. as nodulizers.

2.2 Specifications for Ductile Iron Castings

Ductile irons, like other ductile materials, ate specified by

their mechanical properties. The general specification for ductile iron

castingsASTï4A 536 - 65TJune,19655 andA 536 - 70T6 has require-

ments shou¡n in table I.

The mechanical properties of the metal are dependent on the

matrix structure (figure 2) and on the shape and size of the graphite

nodule and hence are sometjmes classified accord,ing to microstructure.5

It is of interest to mention here that in the Soviet Union,T

along with the classifications mentioned above, Souiet State Standard

classifies nodular iron according to the microstructural area percentage

occr.ipied by graphite particles or according to the graphite particle size.
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TABLE ]

COMMONLY SPECIFIED RADES OF DUCTILE IRON

Heat
Treat-

Grade ment*

Tensile Str. Yield Str.
ninimr¡n ninimrmr

psi ps1

Minfur¡m %

Elongation Brinell
in 2,, a.r. Hardness

l'4atrix
micro-
stTucture

60-40- 18

65-45-I2

80- 55 - 06

100- 70-03

r20-94'02

60,000

ó5,000

80, 000

100,000

120,000

40 ,000

45,000

55,000

70, 000

90,0oo

1B

I2

1

2

4

5

749-I87 Ferrite

I70-207 Ferrite +
pearlite

L87-255 Pearlite +

ferrite

2I7-269 Pearlite

240-300 Teirpered
Martensite

x Heat Treatment:

1" May be a¡nealed after casting

2. Generally obtained as cast

3. An as cast grade with higher lrtl content

4. Usually obtained by a normalizing heat treatment

5. 0i1 quenched and tenpered to desired hardness
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2.3 drenical Composition of Ductile Iron

Oremical composition is one of the variables that exerts a major

ilfluence on the structure and properties of ductile iron. Keeping other

variables, such as cooling rate, rnelting temperature, inoculation, etc.,

constant chernical composition influences ductile iron in two ways:

(a) Mode of solidification

(b) Matrix structure.

Depending on the node of solidification, ductile iron may freeze

with spheroidal graphite or flake or other deteriorated graphite shapes.

Also it may or nay not be free of carbides.

Depending on the matrix structure, ductile iron may exhibit

nechanical, chemical and physical properties over a wide range as is

obvious fron figure 2 and table I.

The effects of different elements present in ductile iron are

discussed in detail below.

2.3.I Effect of Carbon and Silicon

These are the only two elements which strongly promote carbide

free, as-cast structure. Increasing the carbon arñ/or silicon content of

iron results in a lowering of the melting point. The lowest melting

point alloys are those having the eutectic composition or when the

carbon equivalent which is given by

..E-o. 1L..8.=oc*ä%si=4.3 (1)
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Other values representing carbon equivalent of cast iron have

also been suggested. When an appreciable amount of phosphorus is pïesent

it is also included in the erpressi_on as is shown below

r¡t.--o,1u._D. = zC + )(%si + %p) e)J

some authors6 prefer to express it in terms of the degrees of
saturation of the iron which is given by

%CSc= (5)
14"3-:(%si-%P)
J

Sc is equal to 1.0 for the eutectic composition (C.E. = 4.5).

The a11oy is h1'po-eutectic for sc less than unity and. hyper eutectic

for Sc greater than 1.0.

The tryper limits of carbon and silicon are set by the solub:-Lity

of carbon in liquid iron (floatation) and by the increasing brittleness

due to increasing silicon content.

2.3.2 Effect of Sulphur

Free sulphur has been shown to be a deleterious element in the nodule

gröwth End:to hinder,rÍoduLerrformátionr- The Sulphur:.bontent,,must be very 1ow

(le-ss lth¡¡ 0:;03%) toiraû'öí{ exces.siv-e reaction r¡ith magnesium which is not

only an excellent desulphurizer but is also necessary to fonn spheroidal

graphite. Ivfagnesiun reacts with sulphur fonning MgS (nagnesiun sulphide)

until the sulphur content is belorv 0.0l% and is at equilibrium with

magnesitrn in iron. frons with a 1ow sulphur content graphitize almost
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ao
conp1ete1y."'" ConnnerciaT gray or ductile iron has a pearlitic structure

with 0.06 to 0.25%5. Sulphur does not have any detrimental effect on

cast iron as it has on the hot working of steel. In absence of manganese,

sulphur conbi¡res with iron to form iron sulphide Fes in the grain

boundaries during solidification.

2.3"3 Effect of l4anganese

Though itself a nild carbide and pearlite former, when present

in sufficient amounts with sulphur it forms manganese sulphide particles

in the microstructure which actr, as nucleation sites for graphite nodules.B

It may be possible to grain refine ductile cast iron by controlling the

ItfttS formation or addition. Ductile irons containing many sma11 nodules

or a ferv large ones could be produced without the necessity of changing

other factors such as the cooling rate. The -o-alance of sulphur and

nanganese contents that will neutralize each other and promote a maxiirn-m

amount of free ferrite wl¡ich: is., found to be ,6

17x%S+0.15=%lvfti"

2.3.4 Effect of Magnesirmr

(4)

Not all the magnesir-nn present in the solid iron acts as a graphite

spheroidizer. l'4agnesiun combiled with sulphur is rather inactive.

Magnesir.un itself is a very potent carbide promoter when present in

quantities more than that necessary for producing spheroidal graphite

the carbide forrning tendency is greatly increased.

In ductile iron magnesium is used as a graphite spheroídizer

only and never as an alloying element.
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2.3.5 Effect of Phosphorus

Phosphorus decreases ductility, toughness and weldability. rn
solution it tends to stabilize pearlite. If present in sufficient
quantity in arurealed or ferritic grades of ductile iron, it increases

the impact transition tenperature, the tenperature below which an inpact

fracture tends to be brittle rather than ductile. For this reason the

phosphorus content of the high ductility gradeis: is generally linúted to

a maximr.un of 0.08 percent.

2.3.6 Effect of Minor Elements

Snn11 amounts of a few of ninor elements have an irnportant

influence on the properties and microstructure of the meta1.10 Structural

effectslofsome elements in cast iron are listed in table II.

TABLE II

STRUCTT]RAI EFFECTS OF SOX{E ELEMENTS IN DUCTILE CAST IRON

Maximi.un
percent Effect during Effect during

Elenent permissible Solidification Eutectoid Reaction

Aluniniun 0.104 Strong graphitizer Prornotes ferrite and
graphite fonnation

Antirnony 0.002 Little effect in Strong pearlite retainer
amounts used

Arsenic 0.02b

Bisnnrth 0.002 Carbide promoter but Very nild pearlite
not carbide former stabllizer

Cadnrii¡n 0.01

Orrornir¡n - Strong carbide former. Strong pearlite former
Forms very stable
complex carbides
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Table II (Contrd)

Element

Maxim-un
percent

pernissible
Effect during
Solidification

Effect during
Eutectoid Reaction

Copper

Lead

Manganese

Molybdenr-un

Nickel
Selenir¡n

Silicon

Telluriun

Tin

Titaniun

Vanadiwr

Zínc

Zirconium

0. 002

0.03

0.02c

0. t-0d

0. 10

0.10

Mild graphitizer Promotes pearlite
formation

l4i1d. carbid.e former Pearlite former

Carbide''¡stmst.:';':,t.:i Strong pearlite former

Graphitizer Mild pearlite promoter

Strong graphitizer

Very strong carbide
promoter but not
stabllizer
Little effect with
amounts used

Promotes ferrite and
graphite formation
Very nild pearlite
stabllizer

Strong pearlite retainer

ePronotes graphite
formation

Strong carbide former Strong pearlite former

Strong carbide former

a) Much less than the content indicated here rnay cause pinholes under
certain conditions.

b) A conbination of 0.1% arsenic and 0.003% cerium has been found to be
beneficial in improving graphite structural and high tenperature
mechanical properties .

c) Less than the quantity indicated here is sometimes added purposely
to eliminate pinholes.

Titaniun is harmful in even smaller quantities as it decreases the
range of magnesit¡n contents for which fu11y spheroidal graphite
structure can be obtained.

Titanirm is normalLy a carbide former but in small amornts the TiC
formed may act as nuclei for graphite fonnation.

d)

e)
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2.4 The Solidification of Nodular Iron

The solidification of nodular cast iron is a nucleation and growth

process. Although graphite conrnonly appears as flakes in conn'nercial

Fe-C-Si a11oys it is not the normal growth morphology of graphite. It has

been shownS'9 thua graphite tends to grow as nodules if the melt is free

of iirpurities. It is generally accepted that certain subversive elements

patticularly free sulphur, which are formd in conmrercial iron hinder the

formation of spherulite. The nodulatíztng elements are believed to

neutraTize the effect of these subversive elements.

The growth of the austenite-graphite eutectic has been studied by

several investigators.S'11-20 The most obvious method used was to inter-

rurpt the normal solidífication reaction by rapid quenching at various

stages and exanrining the microstructure rnetallographically

It is noI4I generally agreed that the metastable eutectic is not

involved, but that the nodular graphite forms directly during the solidifi-
cation; though tJrere are conflicting results concerning the growth of

graphite spherulites.

Morrogþ,. worlting on magnesiurn-containing hyper-eutectic cast iron

concluded that the h¡rper-eutectic spherulites separate directly frorn the

melt without the formation of any other solid, but the growth of eutectic

graphite occurs irside an austenitic shell.

16 t7Jolley,t" and l,ooper and Heine'' also reported that growth proceeds

by the diffusion of carbon to the nodule from the liquid phase through the

austenite shell.
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The other theory is that the graphite nodule is nucleated in the

liquid phase and starts to grow in contact Ì^r'ith it, but at some later

stage becomes envèloped by art austenite shel1 and the sr,ibsequent growth

occurs by diffusion of carbon through the shell. This theory is discussed

by lVetterfall, Fredriksson and Hi1lertll in their recent pr-rblication. They

even obtained a microstructure i¡mediately after the start of the eutectic

reaction with graphite nodules without austenite she11, floating in the

me1t.

The conflicting results about the atntenitic shell may be due to

the differences in effecti-veness of the quench and it is quite possible that

an austenite shell develops during the quench. The possibiliry of nucleation

of graphite and its initial growth in the melt was also suspected by

Morroghls, though he was not sure of it.

Schöbet studied nodules, which had austenite shells before the

quench by measuring quantitatively the nodule size and the thickness of

the shell and was able to deduce that there rnras at least a fraction of

nodules whidr must have gro\^in to a measureable size before beconing enveloped

by an austenite she11.

Initially the nodule grorarth rate is controlled by the diffusion of

carbon in the liquid phase, v.drile after the fonnation of the austenite shel1

the growth continues to a much larger size but at a considerably lower
. 11 - 1? -rate^*. It was pointed out b¡r Hillert and Lange'" that the growth rate

should be 20 tines greater when controlled by diffusion through liquid as
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conpared to austenite, provided that the temperatttre, diffusion distance

and carbon actívi@ difference are the sane.

2.5 lt{elting ductile iron Base

Iron ready to undergo magnesiifil treatment can be melted in all
types of furnaces devised for iron and stee1. By far the largest quantities

are melted in cr-pola and induction furnaces.

2.5.I Desulphurization

Ductile iron base as tapped from an acid cupola contains 0.08

to 0.T2% su1:phrx, which has to be desulphurized to a lower percentage.

Desulphurization by magnesitm treatment though stil1 in use is not

reconrnended because of its high cost and, also, not all of the magnesiun

sulphide MgS and oxides of magnesiirn go into the s1ag. Other desulphuriz-

ing agents often reconrnended are calciun carbide CaC2, soda Ash NarCO,

and lime CaO. There is a slight carbon pícktip when using CaC, artd a

slight loss with NarCO, and CaO as shovn: by the following chemical

reactions:

CaCr+S=CaS+2C

NarCOr+S+2C=NarS+3C0

CaO+S+C=CaS+C0

Sone nrechanical stirring is required in all the inethods

sulphurization causing a temperature loss from 50o to 150oF.

(s)

(6)

(7)

of de-
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2.5.2 Carburization

Carbtxízation is recommended as a temporary practice, for the

recovery of carbon is unpredictable, being dependent on ill¿my variables

including tenperature, method, carbon source, etc. Electrode carbon or

graphite with 1ow sulphur content is most conrmonly used as carbon raisers.

Should a simultaneous increase in silicon content be desired one may con-

sider the use of silicon-carbide.

ã,,5.s Melt Tenperatures

The optimum melting teÍperature is determined by the desired

pouring temperature and the operational heat losses. The charged carbon

(graphite or in any other form) goes into solution moments after nelt dorn¡n.

lJnnecessary super heat and long holding ti-rnes are not reconrnended because

of high cost and possible carbide formation.

2.6 Charge Material for Ductile Iron

lJndesirable subversive trace elements in ductile iron can be

obtained from charge material. These subversive elements exert a detri-

mental influence by altering both the growth characteristics of graphite

nodules and the structure of the matrix. In ductile iron, trace elements

cause the sphenrlitic nodules to degenerate into quasi-f1ake forms. These

nodified graphite shapes rnay lead to a serious loss of strength and ducti-

lity. In addition, changes in the matrix of the aLloy also influence the

mechanical properties .
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The availabtlity of 1ow Íìanganese, good steel scrap of lcrorr¡n

qnrit'¡ is a rnajor factor in the charge selection. out of the three

main charge con.ponents the pig íron, ductile iron return and steel scrap,

a greatet use of the latter makes the control of the chemical composition

nore difficult" The usual controlling factor is the rnanganese content of
steel, which, if high, has to be diluted by an equivalent amotnt of pig
iron (sorel metal). This dilution also helps in controlling other un-

desirable elements either carbide stabilizers like cr, v, etc., or

in'purities like Pb, Ti, etc.

Ductile iron scrap originating in the foundry is a prime qtarity
charge material becaixe of its knor,wr composition. Use of gray iron scrap

is not recon'nnended.

2.6.I Control of Chemical Composition

The control of chenical conposition of icrovm qua]-ity charge is
usually linited to the deternrination of combined carbon and silicon com-

position, or to the carbon equivalent on1y. Cornplete analysis is required

in the case of unl<nown qua1-it'¡ charge.

The measurement of the

ence of the liquidus - solidr.ls

valent as shornm in figure S.

2,7 The Mechanical Properties

carbon-equivalent is based r-pon the depend-

interyal of cast-iron on the carbon equi-

Ductile iron provides a lurique set of properties, combining the

excellent casting properties and machinabílity of gray iron, with excellent
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nechanical properties including high strength high moduli;s of elasticity

and ductility which are comparable to thoseof na11eab1e iron and steel.

The mecah¡-ical properties of ductile iron are not specific to a

batdr or heat as is its chenLical airalysis. Properties are influenced by

the nicrostructure, section thiclcress, md the manner in which the netal

solidifies and coo1s.

The shape of graphite nodules affects the ductility of the netal.

Hardness in ductile iron is a good indication of machinability. However,

íf the rnicrostructure contains some free carbides, the machinability is

reduced much more than indicated by the small increase j:r hardness.

As indicated above, the medranical properties of ductile iron are

directly influenced by the rate of solidification and subsequent cooling

rate. Because of this, large and sna1l castíngs from the same lad1e of

metal can have different mechanical properties. The casting designs were

selected for our e4periments keepihgr:this property dependence in inind.

2.7 .7 Hardness

The hardness of all graphite irons is essentr.a1-1ry the hardness of

the nntrix reduced to a somewhat lower value due to the presence of the

graphite.

2.7.2 Tensile Properties

The ultimate or tensile strength, yield strength and percent

elongation or, in general, the tensile test results as they are ca11ed

are the most i:iportant properties because they are used as the basis of

most specifications for ductile irons as is obvious from table I.
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2.7 .3 !¡qtrlerties dependence on microstructure

Because of the nominal and consistent influence of the spheroidal

graphite, the microstructure of the matrix establishes the properties of

ductile iron as discr.rssed below.

(a) Ferritic matrix i-rons, often arnealed, with a very low conbined

carbon content are highly ductile. The hardness and strength are dependent

i.rpon hardening of ferrite by the elements dibsolved in it of which silicon

is the most important. Manganese and nickel are also coilrnon ferrite
hardeners.

(b) Pearlitic matrix irons, in rnÍrich 1anel1ar carbide is the

principal hardening agent.

(c) A uniforn matrix of tenpered martensite produced by heat

treatment provides a somewhat higher strength to hardness relation.

(d) The alloyed acicular matrix irons have a sinilar relation,

but generally have a lower ductility at a given strength.

2.7,4 Effect of Chenical Analysis

The chemical analysis of ductile iron has a direct effect on its

tensile properties by influencing the type of natrix structure that is

formed in the normal cooling of the casting or as the result of heat

treatment.

In conmercial practice an analysis of low in pearlite stabilizing

elements like manganese are used for softer grades of ductile iron.
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The higher strength grades with martensitic matrix calls for ar analysis

that will provide sufficient hardenability to respond satisfactorily to

the cooling nrethods being used. Alloying elements rnay be necessary for

heavy castings.
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3. EPERIMENIAI

3.T Preparation of Melt

Since it was desired to work on cornrnercial ductile iron, the netal

charge was the same as conrnonly used in the foundry. T\to different charges

were used for the four castings nrade and are tabulated in Table III.

TABLE IIT

CI]ARffi USED FOR TT-IE PRODUCI]ON OF DUCTII,E IRON

Orarge Components

Quantity per single Orarge

Casting I Ê 2 Casting 3 tr 4

Scrap Steel

Pig Ïron (Sorel Metal)

Foi.rrdry Returns (Ductile lron)
9 %Mg

50% FeSi

85% FeSi

Carbon (D-1 grade)

500 lbs.
100 îî

350 '!?

12 tr

20 11

4"
22 rr

350 lbs.
200 ,
400 '!t

15,
19,

r ÎtJ

15*

The nelt was pïepared in a 180 cycle per second induction furnace

which had a lining of ser-mska silicon (crushed silica quartz with boric

acid as a binder). The a1loy was given an open ladle spheroidizing treat-

ment with magnesiun. Nine (9) percent Magnesir.nn al1oy (approximate

conposition 9% Mg, 46% Si, 42% Fe) was placed on the bottom of the empty

ladle and. liquid iron hras poured on top of it. To avoid the violence of

the reaction, i.e., burning and boiling of magnesitm, it was diluted by

ferro-silicon alloy, ca1led a non-violent carrier.
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3.2 The TenÞerature Measurements

Since the value of the work depended upon the accuracy of the

temperature measurements a carelul study of the different teclniques t^Ias

^ud"ZI 
and the'most suitable technique for the experiment was selected.

Thermocor.rples were made fron 1. 5 nmr diameter Chromel-Ah¡nel wires welded

together by oxy-acetylene flame and were enclosed ín 7 nm. dianeter twin

bore silica tr-rbing. One (1) cm. diarneter ho11ow graphite tr-rbings with

one end closed were used to protect the thermocot-p1es from nolten metal.

The ten.perature readiags rrere recorded in nillivolts by means of

a Rikadenki Kogyo electronic recorder (móde1 8-104). The recorder was

zeroed prior to recording corresponding to troom temperature reference

of 25oC as r^ras observed at the tine of pouring. The ful1 scale deflection

was of 100 nv corresponding to 2460oC. The chart speed was varíed in

fixed steps between 150 nur/rnin. to 50 nnir/rnin.

A six way rnanual switch was used to connect the thermocor.ples to

the recorder. The tenperature reaðings in nillivolts were taken at 3 to 10

second intervals depending on the chart speed.

Single piece green sand molds r^Iere prepared for the wedge-shaped

castings, which l^/ere open frorn the top. One cm. diameter holes were

drilled in the rnold along the centre of the wedge section at 2" (5.08 cm.),

6" (L5"24 cm.), 10" (25.40 crn.), T3" (33.02 crn.), 1ó" (40.64 cm.) and

L8-I/4" (46.36 crn.) distances from the top as shovm in figures 4 and 6.

Thermocouples in graphite protector tubings were tightly fitted in the

holes with their tips in the central axis of the ingot.
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Second and third ingots were cast imder similar cond.itions r.rsing

the sarne type of mold and mold material, the same pouring terTrperature and

the same cooling conditions. It was, therefoïe, assuneð, that they would

have the same cooling rate. The tenperature readings were ïecord.ed only

for the second ingot and similar values l^rere assuned for the third one.

The first casting was kicked out of the mold after ó6 ninutes before

the eutectoid transformation was conplete, whereas the last two were left
overnight within the mold to cool dorn¿n to ïoom teÍperature.

The fourth casting was a botton clevis for an hydraulic machine,

and was chosen because of its variety of section size in design. T\.^¡o

identical green sand nolds were pïepared, each in two pieces, cope and

drag. Oirce again, 1 øn. diameter holes were drilled in one mold as shown

in figure 5, to facilitate the placenent of thermocouples. Because of
space limitation no hole could be drilled in section c of the casting and

cooling times for various tenperatures were later obtained by the time vs.

section size curve. A one inch ninimm section keel block was also made

from the same melt to compare its properties with the actual castings.

ûlce again the castings were left overnight in the nolds to cool dor^¿n to

roorn teuperature.

3.3 Tensile Test

The wedge shaped ingots were divided into five sections B, c, D,

E and F as shown in figure 6. Three different size sections were obtained

from the botton clevis A, C, and E as shsøn in figure 5. Each of the first
three ingots yielded ten specimerrs, two from eactr of the fíve sections.
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Fig. 5-a: Section arrangement in
Botton Clevis, ingot IV.

Four Bottom Clevises, cast
together. The nubers represent
ihe arrangement of the thermocouples.

Fig. 5-b:



)A

Section arrangement in the
first three wedge-shaped
ingots.
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Fig. 6-B Section
shoped

Thermocoup[es

ond thermocouples srrcngement in the wedge
ccsti ngs.

o+_É1.| /lãtlYt/E ,4/t ///),r' l/ /(Ð ,t' /
[ ///LUJ,/ l//
AF I//Y l//
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Six specimens were obtained from the fourth one, again two from each of

the three sections.

Three-quarter inch square sections were cut by the help of a por.4reï

saw and hand saw frorn the central part of different sections of the ingots

where the structure was most r¡niform. Care was taken to keep the metal

cool to retain the original as-cast structure. Different section arrange-

ments are shown in figure 6.

Since the first ingot hras removed from the nold before the eutectoid

transformation was complete throughout, all tensile specimens r,üeïe given a

normalizing treatnent (1 hr. at 900oC followed by air cooling) to ensure

that aII specìmens had r.rndergone similar heat treatment. All other ingots

were tested in the as-cast condition.

Standard tensile specimens of 0.252" diarneter and 7.25" gauge length

were machined for each section and tested on Universal Instron Tensile

Testing Machine floor nrodel TTD. A RM Load ce11 was used with fu1l scale

deflection of 200.kg.

3.4 Chernical Analysis

Drillings .l\rere obtained by 7/2,, drill from the centre of each

specimen section and were chenr-ica1ly analysed to obtain carbon, silicon,
sulphur, nanganese, md nagnesiu"n content.
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3"5 l4etallography

The fractured tensile specimens rvere cut by friction saw into

about 1 cm. long pieces and mowrted both horizontally and transversely

in plastic no1ds. Once again special care was tal<en to keep the samples

cool while cutting to retain the original nricrostructure.

Polishing was done in three stages. rnitially four grades of

silicon carbide waterproof paper was used in the following sequences:

No. 220, 320, 400 and ó00. rnteimediate rough polishing was done using

diarnond abrasives in sequences of 6, 1 and L/4 micron on slmthetic suede

cloth. Paraffin oi1 was used as a lubricant. The final polishing was

done on linde B polishing wheel rising 0. 05 nicron alunim¡n oxide A1O,

suspended in water as abrasive. To avoid contamination the specimens

were washed with tap water after every polishing stage.

Etckring was done using 3%

for 5 to 10 seconds. The sarples

to avoid staining.

Nital (3 percent nitric acid in ethanol)

were then rapidly dried using hot air
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4. RESTJLTS

4.1

The tenperature distributior¡s along the length of the ingot at
different times, for the three wedge shaped. castings are plotted in fig_
ure 7 (a and b). As e4pected from the shape of the iagot, the eutectic
arrest and hence the solidification time was very small for section F

and increased as the wedge section became larger from F to B. The solid.i-
fication times along the ingot length are showr in figure g (a and b) and

are also tabulated in.Table IV.

TABLE TV

Solidification
Section

III
B

C

D

E

F

1000

I200

900

400

80

2800

1000

400

220

160

2800

1000

400

220

160

sec

tt

tt

sec

tt

lt

tt

sec

tt

tt

tttt

tt

The,Solid-ification tines for t-he first casting particularly for
Section B were less than those for the second and third. ones because the

latter were covered on top by bricks jnuned.iately after pouring, thi.rs

mininizing heat losses, whereas the first casting was left open.

ttlt
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In rhe case of bottom cler¡is, casting No. IV, the thermocouple

arrangement was as shown in figure 5. Becar.se of space limitation no

thermocor.lple could be placed at section C. In order to obtain the cooling

times and hence the cooling rate for all the sections to be analysed,

section thiclmesses were measured for every thermocot1ple and section size

and plotted against the cooling times for 1000oc, 900oc and 700oc as

shor,m in figure 9.

Because of snaller ingot size, corplicated design and larger

surface area to voltme ratio, the ingot cooled very quickly and the

recording equipment was r;nable to record the eutectic arrest. Therefore,

cooling rates in ocTnin instead of solid.ification tfunes are used in this

case. The cooling rates as obtained for sections A, C, and E are tabulated

in table V.

TABiE V

COOLING RATES FOR INGOT IV

Section
Thiclsress Time in Sec to reach Cooling Rate

specimen inches 1000oc g00oc zoooc oc7*irr

A - IVc 2.75 240 430 2020

c - wc r.Ts zts s55 r76s

E - rvc 5.00 360 670 2400

32

43

20
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4.2 Chemical Analysis

The results of the chenical analysis are shor.tryr in tables VI to IX
for castings I, II, III and IV respectively. The elemental distribution
along the ingots are also plotted in figures 10 to L4 f.or carbon, silicon,
sulphur, manganese arld magnesitun respectively for the first three castings.
In the case of bottom clevis, casting No. IV, the conpositional variations
are shown with cooling rate in figure 15. Base metal obtained before the

magnesir.un treatment and the keel block made with the fourth ingot were

also analysed and are included in the tables.
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TABLE W

CHEMICAL AMLYSIS OF INGOT NO. ]

Sanples
from

Section % T.C. C.E. %si % lvft1 %Me9oS

B-IC

C-IC

D-IC

E-IC

F-IC

Base

3.23

3. 51

3. 55

3. 51

3.42

3.85

4.r7

4.2r

4.L7

4. ls

2.05

2.00

2.08

2 "07

2.r0

0. 0130

0.0124

0.0124

0.0L24

0.0L24

0.447

0 .449

0.482

0. 511

0. 500

0. 036

0.037

0.037

0. 035

0.034

TABLE VI]

GIEMiCAL AMLYSIS OF TNGOT NO. II

Sarples
frorn

Section % T.C. C.E. %si %S % Nh1 %Me

B-TIC

C-]IC
D-IIC

E-ITC

F-IIC

Base

3. 18

3. 18

3.03

3.25

3.48

3.66

4.07

4.06

s.94

4. 15

4.38

4.28

2.68

2.65

2.73

2.70

2.7r

1. 87

0.019

0.020

0.018

0.02r

0.022

0.028

0.32

0.34

0. 30

0. 36

0. 38

0.30

0. 028

0.027

0. 025

0.029

0.025

0.007
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TABIE VIII

CFIEMiCAL AMLYSIS OF INGOT NO. III

Samples
from

Section % T.C, C.E. %sI % r,ft) %Mezs

B - IIIC

C - IIIC

D - ITIC

E - IIIC

F - IITC

Base

2.04

2.03

2.62

2.2I

2.93

0.022

0.022

0.023

0.023

0.02I

0.30

0.30

0.31

0.31

0.31

0. 040

0. 059

0.039

0. 038

0.034

s.06

3.05

3.63

3.23

3. 95

3.28

3.29

3.27

3.29

3.29

TABLE IX

GIEMICAI ANIALYSIS OF INGOT NO. IV

Sarples
from

Section Z T.C. C.E. %si % Nh1 %McZS

A-iVC

C-iVC

E-IVC

Keel Block

Base

3.r2

2.69

3. 01

2.97

3.7r

A. ??

3. 80

4.11

4.07

4.48

3.54

3.57

3.54

5.5ó

? r,o

0.016

0.016

0.016

0.013

0.031

0.31

0.31

0. 31

0.31

0.30

0.034

0.030

0.032

0.031

0.003
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4.3 Metallographic Obseryations

Figures 16 to 19 show the microstructures of castings I to 4

respectively. rn the first three cases B, c, D, E and F represent the

sections as r.4/ere shov¡n in figure 6, whereas in figure 19 the sections

are represented as A, C, and E (figure 5).
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Fig. 16-B Microstructure of normalized
ductile iron casting No. I Section B.
x 100, 3% Nital etched.

Fig. 16-C Microstructure of normalized
ductile iron casting No. 1 Section C.
x 100, 3% Nital etched.
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Fig. 16-D Microstructure of normalized
ductile iron casting No. 1 Section D"
x 100, 3% Nital etched.

Fig. 16-E Microstructure of normalized
ductile iron casting No. 1 Section E"
x 100, 3% Nital etched.

M:
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Fig. 16-F Microstructure of
ductile iron casting No. 1
x 100, 3% Nital etched.

normalized
Section F.

RLil
M

Fig. I7-B Microstructure of as-cast
ductile iron casting No. 2 Section B.
x 100, 5% Nital etched.
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Fig. l7'C Microstructure of as-cast
¿uõtife iron casting No. 2 Section C'

x 100 , 3% Nital etched.

Fig. L7-D Microstructure of as-cast
¿uðtite iron casting No. 2 Section D'

x 100 , 3% Nital etched.
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Èr

\
si\

Fig. L7-E Microstructure
ductile iron casting No. 2

x 100, 3% Nital etched.

of as-cast
Section E.

Fig. 17-F Microstnrcture of as-cast
ductile iron casting No. 2 Section F.
x 100, 3% Nital etched.
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Fig. 18-B Microstnrcture of as-cast
ductile iron casting No. 3 Section B.
x 100, 3% Nital etched.

Fig. 18-C Microstructure of as-cast
ductile iron casting No. 3 Section C.
x 100, 3% Nital etched.
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Fig. 18-D Microstructure of as-cast
ductile iron casting No. 3 Section D.
x 100, 3% Nital etched.

Fig. 18-E Microstnrcture of as-cast
ductile iron casting No. 3 Section E.
x 100, 3% Nital etched.
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Fig. 18-F Microstructure of as-cast
ductile iron casting No. 3 Section F.
x 100, 3% Nital etched.

Fig. 19-A Microstructure of as-cast
ductile iron casting No. 4 Section A.
x 100, 3% Nital etched.
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Fig. 19-C Microstructure of as-cast
ductile iron casti-ng No. 4 Section C.
x 100, 3% Nital etched.

Fig. 19-E Microstructure of as-cast
ductile iron casting No. 4 Section E.
x 100, 3% Nital etched.
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4"4 Tersile Propertíes

Figures 20 to 25 represent the results of tensíle tests on differ-

ent sections of the four castings as plotted against solidification tines

and cooling rates. It is of interest to note the effect of solidification

times and cooling rates on the rnicrostructure, which in turn had a narked

effect on the mechanical properties of the rnetal as is obvious from the

above mentioned figures. This effect is discussed in greater detail in

the next chapter. It should be remenbered that specimens from ingot I
were given a nonnalizing heat treatnent while specimens fron the remaining

ingots were tested in the as-cast condition.
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5. DISCUSSION OF RESUTTS

5.1 Effect of Charge Material

Selection of the right amount of charge material is the first step

to obtain an economically sotnd casting of required grade and properties.
The factors considered in selection are the cost of ctrarge material, the

tlpe of furnace lining and the melt size, etc. The greater use of scrap

steel for the making of ductile iron, although keeping the charge cost

dovrn, nakes the control of chenical conposition difficult. The i;se of
pig iron is more erpensive but helps ín obtaining the required grade of
ductile iron.

Ductile iron charge also depends on the type or basicity of the

furnace. For exanple, pig iron is necessary to d.ilute inpurities,
especía11y sulphur, in the charge in an acid. cr,rpola, whereas in, a basic

type of furnace very little or no pig iron is used in some cases. De-

sulphurization is also highly recommended and a greater amount of magnesir.nn

is required for acid cr-rpola melting. Carbon content is usually higher in
basic cupola melting which, if not controlled, results in graphite

floatation. An item not generally recognizeð. is ttrat in a basic cupola

iæ to about 40 to 50 percent of the charged silicon is lost d.uring the

rnelting operation-Z3 
^, conpared to only 10% in acidic melting.4

Although the charge cost for a basic cupola is lower than that
of an acidic one it is preferred only by large foundries becar.¡se of its
higher refractory cost. The cr.rpola lining cost per melt ton is 4 to 5
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tjmes greater for a ductile iron basic cr.rpola operation than an acidic

lined one. The smaller indr.rstries sti11 are more inclined to use acid

crpolas because they are more economical to use for small melts. Col<e

consurption is also relatively high in a basic ci;pola.

The effect of the two different charge conposition and alloying

elements listed in table III is obuious fron the results of the chemical

artalysis arld conparison of the graphite morphology of the four ingots.

The use of almost 50% scrap steel which was diluted by onry r0% of pig

iron in the first case affected the graphite rnorphology of ingots I and II.
Higher rnpurity content of steel caused the graphite nodules to degenerate

into flakes. The use of better balanced charge in the second case resulted

in nodular graphite structure.

Ühe ductile iron melt was prepared in an acidic furnace which as

mentioned above, requires a m,rch closer control of cheinical composition.

The control of chenical composition inttris case was linrited to the deter-

mination of carbon and carbon-equivalent only, although a complete ciremical

analysis of't.the base metal prior to magnesiun treatment was required,

particularly in the case of the first two castings because of the use of

a higher percentage of steel scrap. The average carbon-equivalent of 4.08

for the first ingot and 4.06 for the second ingot is very 1ow to obtain a

good ductile iron.
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5.2 Solidification Tine and the Effect of Section Size

Almost all the properties of ductile irons are dependent on the

section size attd cooling rate of the casting. Figure 7 (a and b) shows

the effect of section size on the solidificatíon time of the three experi-

mental wedge-shaped castings. The wedge thiclcress varied from zero inches

at the botton of the ingot to 6 inches at the top. The time of solid.ifi-
cation jncreased in the same way with the section size. The cooling rate

affects the tendenry of cast iron to form iron carbide or graphite during

solidification. The more rapid solidification does not give graphite

enough tine to for¡n and therefore increases the carbide fonning tendenry.

Since carbon and silicon are the only two elements which strongly promote

a carbide free as cast structure, a high carbon equivalent is selected

for tiniformly thin casting. The danger of graphite floatation exists

with large differences in section size, and heat treatment with all its
disadvantages is alnost unavoidable in such cases. The rnain disadvantages

of heat treatment are difficulty in cleaning and getting exact dirnensional

accuraÇ/. The amount of elements like Nftr and Mg, etc. which promote

carbides also has to be kept 1ow in thin section castings.

Inoculation in ductile iron is a more common method of reducing

the danger of as-cast carbides. Ferro-silicon inoculants were used in

both the charges for our ductile iron to avoid the fonnation of carbides.
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5.3 The üremical Conposition

The differences in the chenrical con.position of the four ingots

affected the microstructure and nedlanical properties of the ductile iron.

Tables VIII and IX for the third and fourth ingots respectively represents

a better balanced chenical conposition as conpared to tables Vl and VII

for ingots I and II respectively.

Carbon being the main constituent of cast iron in general and

silicon being the second important element for the production of a carbide-

free as-cast structure, has to be relatively higher in percentage as com-

pared to gray iron. carbon-equivalent [c.E. = zT.c. + 0.31% si] of 4.5

near eutectic is most favourable for obtaining a soi.rrd and cheap casting.

The analysis done on the castings shows carbon-equivalent to be low for

ingots I, II and III. Carbon corposition vras 1ow throughout the four

ingots, particurarly in ingots rr and IrI. The carbon deficiency r.^/as

somewhat conpensated for by high silicon composition in ingots III and IV,

but in ingots I and II the iron turned out to be more like gray iron rather

than ductile. Silicon deficienry in the first ingot and both carbon and

silicon deficiency in the second ingot caused the graphite norphology to

change from nodular to f1aþ. There was 0 .2 to 0.75 % carbon loss during

the magnesirmr treatment which should have been considered in the charge

calculations. The silicon content on the other hand was raised by

approximately L.0%.

The increase in the total silicon content from 2.0eo for the first
ingot to 3.57% for the fourth ingot (tables vI to rx) was observed to
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increase the as-cast ferritic matrix structure (figures 16 to 19). This

was also demonstrated by an increase in percent elongation with increasing

silicon conposition (figures 22 and 23). The elongations obseryed were

2.7% maximm for ingot I, 3.5% maxiru¡n for ingot rr, 8.6% naximtrn for

ingot III and L6.3eo maxirn¡n for ingot IV.

Free sulphur which obstructs the formation and growth of graphite

nodules l{ras generally below the maximrmr a1lowab1e mark and most probably

had no influence on the graphite morphology or matrix structure of the

netal. A1so, in ingot r the amor.rrt of manganese was about 0.0s% higher

than the amomt which would balance free sulphur present as indicated by

equation (4). Magnesiur, the nost iuportant element for spheroidizing,

was present in adeqr.rate amoults in all ingots with the exception of the

second ingot in which it was 1ow.

No significant segregation of elements present in the iron was

observed along the length of the ingot (figures 10 to 15). The maximun

concentration difference observed was in the case of carbon in the third

ingot. It varied from 2.04% at section B to 2.93% at section F. With

the exception of magnesiun (figure 14) and silicon (figure 11) all the

elements were at a higher concentration in the regions that solidified

earlier, section F, than jn those that solidified later, section B.

Silicon showed no or very slight concentration difference along the

length of the ingot, whereas the magnesitm concentration decreased with

decrease in time of solidification.
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5.4 Metallography

The graphite morphology for the first two ingots r^rere nore flalqf

than nodular because of unbalanced chemical conrposition and poorer quality

control. Corparatively greater nt¡nbers of rornd nodules were observed at

higher cooling rates, which dininished in nunber and had degenerated

graphite shape as the cooling rate decreased. Well shaped graphite nodules

were readily formed in the third and fourth ingots (figures 18 and 19)

which had better quality control. Chrmky and irregular forms of graphite

were observed in all the four ingots, but they were rare in the last two

ingots. Figures 18-b, 18-d, l8-f and 19-c show a few degenerated graphite

nodules.

The increase in the silicon (figures 11 and 15) and magnesii.m

(figures 14 and 15) in the four ingots seems to considerably iirprove the

graphite morphology from flalqr to nodular.

In the as-cast condition, ingot I was mostly pearlitic with traces

of ferrite aror.rrd the graphite nodul-ès. The sanples from tJre ingot were

normalized to give a very fine almost completely pearlitic matrix struc-

ture.

With the increase in the silicon content of the iron, more ferrite

occurred in the as-cast microstructure. The iron contaired from 20 to 60%

ferrite (vohme fraction) in the as-cast condition. Traces of pearlite,

10 to 30%, were also present in the II, III and IV ingots. The volune

fraction was detennined by using a point counting method. A transparent
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grid was placed over the photomicrograph and the nunber of grid inter-
sections falling over the ferrite, or pearlite or graphite were cor.mted

separately and divided by the total ntmber of grid intersections to give

area or volune fractions.

The nodular graphite morphology did not show a very strong depend-

ence on the cooling rate, but sone difference hras obseryed. in the nodule

to flaky graphite ratio in the case of the first two ingots whicjr revealed

a rnicrostructure which'r.\ras more like gray iron rather than ductile
(figures 16 and 17). The nodule to flake ratio increased with increasing

cooling rate. The nodule to flake ratio was 0.03 and 0.05 at section B

in ì-ngots I and rI respectively andwere 1.0 and 0.5 at section F for
ingots I and II.

The most observable effect of cooling rates on the graphite

structure was the e4pected one; at higher co-ôling rate the graphite

nodules and flakes l4lere relatively niuch finer and were present in much

larger quantities than at lower cooling rates.

5.5 The Mechanical Properties

The medlanical properties of metals are a consequence of their
internal structure. The degree of dependence ræon the rnicrostructure

varies from property to property. The grain size, shape, and orientation

plus the difference in phase amotnts and 1ocal segregation all influence

in some form or degree the properties of the metaI. For exarple, the

decrease in grain-size produces an increase in resistance to plastic
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deformation. If the deformation is

for slip itterference is a fi;nction

fi.n'rction of the grain dimension.24

occurring by slip then the probability

of grain boundary area and an inverse

The ductile iron made was according to ASTM A 5g6-70, Standard of
Class 65-45-12, 65,000 psi minimun tensile strength, 45,000 psi nrininn-rm

yield strength (with 2% off.set) and 12% rninimr¡n elongation. The tensile
test showed that the ultimate tensile strength and the yield strength were

noÍ"na-lly well above the set standards mentioned above, but the ductility
was vely poor and the percent elongations were below the standard value

with the exception of the fourth ingot. The results of the first two

ingots do not even come close to any of the published standards for North

Anerica because of theír extremely poor ductility. The loss in ductility
could be blaned on the presence of deteriorated. and fialqr graphite and of
carbides in the matrix structure. A mininrum of B0% of the matrix structure
should be ferritic in order to have IZ% elongation.

fn conrnon for-mdry practice, if tests are performed on any specified
grade, the formdryman should find considerably higher strength and ductility
than the specified minimum. Such a conservative attitude obviously senres

the cause of safety, ffid it also means that most of the castings can be

delivered as-cast unless the designer specifies otherwise.

",-';. The physical shape of the castings measurably affects the tensile
properties of the metal. The effect of section size on the properties is
tJre result of changes in microscopic structure as the latter is influenced

by the solidification tine and the cooling rate. Very high cooling rates
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do not perrnit all the insoluble carbon to precipitate

spheroidal graphite; instead, various amor-nts of iron

slow cooling results in the precipitation of large and

spheroi-ds of graphite.

in the form of

carbídes fonn. Very

irregularly shaped

The results of the tensile tests, shown in figures 20 to zs,cxr
be used to assess the effect of different rates of solidification and

cooling on the nechanical properties of the neta1. The tensile and yield
strength decreased with the increase in the solidification time, with the

exception of the first ingot in which the strength increased i¡stead of
decreasing. The normalization treatment to the tensile specimens of the

first ingot before testing changed the natrix structure from predominantly

ferritic to predoninantly pearlitic. The heat treatment had no marl<ed

effect on the graphite structure. Due to this change in matrix stnrcture
the strength nrust have increased with the relative anount of pearlite
formed in each section.

It was rather surprising that the ductility also d.ecreased. with

an increase in solidification times. No definite reason for such behaviour

could be assessed but a few possible explanations for such behaviour could

be:

(a) The nodule to flal<e graphite ratio increased with d.ecreasing

solidification times (frorn section B to F). Therefore, the ductility
should also increase with increasing nodule cotnlt.

The nodular graphite structure produces a metal which is more

ductile and tougher than the flatq¡ structure. The spheroid.ized nicro-

structure is the tougher of the two because the fracture path must pass
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through the tough, deformable ferrite as well as through the graphite

nodules. It is also more ductile because there is a greater opportunity
for plastic deformation and energy absorption along the path of potentíal
fracture. In contrast, the flalq¡ nricrostructure is less ductile because

there is a more continuous fracture path along graphite flakes.

(b) The very slow cooling of thick metal sections causes the cells
to grow to a large síze. The formation of very large graphite nodules an¿

a large cell (grain) size can result in increased segregation at the cell
boundaries. This reduces the strength and ductility of the iron.

Ïngot IV provided the best rnecfranical properties and microstructure

among the four ingots (figure 25). The ultimate strength varied from

76'000 psi to 82,500 psi, whereas the ductility varied from 8.06% to 16.3%.

The ductility was below the standard rz% ninimun value at sectíon c"
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CONCLUSIONS

1. Facilities for rapid chernical analysis of each melt are necessary

for the consistent production of good quality ductile iron. The

determination of carbon equivalent alone has proved. to be in-

sufficient to provide the desired chemical corposition.

2. The use of a high percentage of steel scrap in the charge can

result in unknorn¡n and widely varying conpositions of cast iron

from melt to rnelt further necessitating the need for chenrical

analysis.

3, The cooling rate has a marked effect on the size artd th.e,nurber of
graphite nodules. Nodules become relatively finer and more

numerous as the cooling rate is increased.

4. fncrease in silicon content improved the nodular graphite structure

of the ductile íron. optirrun magnesium recovery is very difficult
but necessary to obtain the graphite nodular structure.

5. As-cast ductile iron showed a decrease

in solidification time (or decrease in

tensile strength of normalized ductile

increase irr solidification time.

in strength with increase

cooling rate), whereas the

iron increased with the

6. The percent elongation of as-cast and normaLized ductile iron

decreased with increase in solidification tirne.
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7. The ctrenrical conposition showed a tremendous effect on the

mechanical properties of the ductile iron. Tremendous variations

in ductility in particular were observed with the chaage in

chemical con'position and graphite morphology.
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